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Introduction
Inland Seas Education Association (ISEA) was founded in 1989 as a private, non-profit
organization. ISEA helps people of all ages experience the science and spirit of the Great
Lakes through shipboard and shoreside education programs. The mission of ISEA is to inspire
Great Lakes curiosity, stewardship, and passion.

ISEA’s education programs have specific objectives designed to promote the mission of ISEA
and reinforce some of the science and social studies objectives of the Michigan Grade Level
and High School Content Expectations. The surveys and tests used in ISEA’s evaluation
process are designed to measure how well the mission and learning objectives are being
achieved.
Results of ISEA’s evaluation process are used by staff to improve and enhance future
education activities. Teaching methods, education materials, and volunteer training programs
are refined each year to enrich the learning process for students of all ages participating in
ISEA’s education programs. Modifications to the evaluation process itself are often made to
increase the effectiveness of the process and the usefulness of the results.
The 2016 report includes statistical information about participation in ISEA’s education
programs, summaries of teacher and student evaluations of the Schoolship Program, and
summaries of participant surveys from a variety of ISEA’s other education programs. It also
includes a summary of evaluations completed by ISEA’s volunteer instructors about their
volunteer experience.
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2016 Action Plan Accomplishments
Below are the goals we set for ourselves in 2016, and a summary of the extent to which we
accomplished each of those goals.

ROV Programming
Inland Seas began offering programming around Remote Operated Vehicles (ROVs) in 2016.
ROV programming develops student passions for STEM oriented freshwater careers, and
opens another avenue of collaboration with local schools and teams.
In the spring of 2016 Inland Seas piloted an ROV-themed program for a classroom who had
created ROVs to test their creations in an authentic research setting. The students deployed
their creations in two locations in Suttons Bay and learned about careers from guest speakers
from DTE Energy. ISEA also applied for and received a grant to purchase a commercial ROV,
and began developing plans for an ROV course which classrooms can participate in, set to
debut in the spring of 2017.

Purchase Manitou
In 2016, Inland Seas announced our intention to purchase the schooner Manitou along with the
Traverse Tall Ship Company. After an appraisal was conducted, the current owner made the

decision to push back the sale for 5 to 10 years. Inland Seas still intends to purchase Manitou at
a time when the transaction is financially beneficial to everyone involved.

Young People in STEM
In 2016 we changed the name of this program from ‘Young People in Science’ to ‘Young
People in STEM’ to better reflect the wide range of activities we do on board. We also added a
day so that it became a three-day, two-night program with time enough to offer a healthy dose
of technology, engineering, and math experiences in addition to the excellent science
programming already offered.
An extra day on this program was appreciated by all. The program had a more relaxed feel to it
and we were able to collect more data than in previous years, leading to more meaningful
research projects. We also had time to do additional activities such as visit islands and remote
shorelines, collect GoPro video footage, pilot an ROV to explore bottom types, and practice
knot tying.
Volunteer Experience
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The quality of volunteer training has a direct result on the quality of the programming at Inland
Seas. For this reason, some changes to the crew and instructor training format were made in
2016. For example, training materials were revised and posted prior to the evening training
sessions. The sessions themselves were restructured to cover fewer topics, allowing more time
to cover stewardship questions and provide time to interact with the tools of the station. We
held an additional all-day training, allowing us to structure one for new instructors, and one for
returning instructors. This allowed staff to tailor content to the learning needs of each group.
Finally, a special effort was made to get volunteers active 2 months or less after their training
had completed, this effort was 100% successful.
Volunteer tracking has changed in 2016 with the implementation of Salesforce - the database
program chosen to house all Inland Seas contact information. Salesforce allows us to track
volunteer hours individually, as well as implement a recognition system that awards greater
rewards for more hours donated.
Schoolship programs
In 2016 we focused on the introduction of an overarching theme to tie the stations aboard the
ship together, and provide focus for instructors and students. This program update was
accompanied by a re-write of all of the station manuals so they are up-to-date with factual
information, and focused on unified program goals with a clear mission and vision for the
program (Box 1).
In addition to new manuals, we also created one-page reference sheets for teaching each
station, called “Quick Guides.” These guides have been tremendously popular, helping
instructors with the at-a-glance information and main topics to be covered.
Box 1: MIssion, Vision, Goals, and Objectives for the Traditional and Next Gen Schoolship
programs.

Mission: To inspire an understanding of the importance and current health of Lake Michigan.
Vision: Every student creates a lifelong connection to the Great Lakes that drives Great
Lakes stewardship behavior.

Goal 1: To connect people to the Great Lakes.

A personal connection is created when:
1.
Students touch and directly experience components of the Great Lakes (fish, benthos,
plankton, water)
2.
Students participate in ship operations (anchor, sails, steering)
3.
Students take part in Great Lakes research
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Goal 2: To measure and monitor the health of Lake Michigan.

Students will know that:
1.
Physical, chemical, and biological components of the top, middle, and bottom of the
lake need to be observed to determine ecosystem health.
2.
Food web interactions describe an organism’s role in an ecosystem.
3.
Biodiversity is an important indicator of ecosystem health.
4.
The role of a Great Lakes scientist is to measure and make sense of the health of the
lakes. On the program, students are the scientists.

Goal 3: We want students to realize the health of the Great Lakes matters to them.

Students will understand that:
1.
The health of the Great Lakes is directly tied to human well-being. The Great Lakes
have economic, social, political, cultural, aesthetic, environmental, scientific, and
historic value.
2.
Humans have the capacity to improve the health of the Great Lakes, therefore we also
have an ethical obligation to do so. Everyone has the power to act on behalf of the
Great Lakes.

Summer programs
We made relatively few changes to our summer programming menu in 2016, focusing on
creating unique charter opportunities rather than expanding program options available to the
public. The programs are outlined briefly in the “Summer Programs” section later in this
document.
The ticketing experience changed quite a bit in 2016. We transitioned from MyNorth Media’s
ticketing system to Zerve. Shortly thereafter, Zerve discontinued their service - forcing a rapid
transition to a service called Fare Harbor. Reception to Fare Harbor has been overwhelmingly
positive from the user and staff experience.
Astronomy and Meteor Shower Sails were overwhelmingly popular in 2015, so we offered even
more of them in 2016. In order to address comments on the topic of astronomy vs. stargazing,
we asked the instructor, Dick Cookman, to provide a better balance between the physics of
astronomy and identification of constellations. We are also adjusted the start time of each sail
so participants have maximum access to dark skies. Both changes were received well.
The microplastics program underwent some revision for 2016 to refine each station, update
materials, and focus the research portion of the trip. The name changed from “Microplastics” to
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“Exploring Microplastics”. We were hoping to increase participation in this program by at least
30% in 2016 but, unfortunately, participation dropped by 55%.
Evaluations
In 2016 we planned to completely revise the Schoolship evaluation to reflect our updated
Schoolship program goals. We created surveys for grades 4-5, 6-8, 9-12, and 13+, and a
separate Diving Deeper evaluation. In 2016 we planned to explore additional ways to create
strong return rates on teacher and student surveys. Additionally, we continued to incentivize
the evaluation process for teachers and trained lead instructors to emphasize the importance
of the surveys with the teachers who visit us.
We asked teachers to have students fill out pre-trip surveys in at least 5 of the pre-trip emails
sent to teachers. We asked teachers to fill out the post-trip emails once after sailing with us,
and incentivized filling out the surveys by offering $100 discount on next year’s trip to any class
filling out both surveys. The return rate was reasonably good, over 30% of the students who
attended filled out the surveys. Of the classes who participated in the survey, about 80% filled
out both the pre and post trip surveys.
The teacher survey was not revised in 2016.
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Participation in ISEA’s Education Programs in 2016
During the 2016 sailing season, the total number of participants was 4081 (Table 1).

Table 1: Summary totals of sails and participants in 2016, organized by sail type.

Number of
Programs

Number of
Participants

Schoolship Program on SV Inland Seas - Spring

41

1134

Schoolship Program on SV Manitou - Spring

39

1175

Schoolship Program on SV Inland Seas - Fall

28

630

Total Schoolship

108

2939

Young Women in STEM

3

27

Young Men in STEM

2

11

Great Lakes Discovery Sail

33

327

Exploring Microplastics Sail

4

52

Multi-day Charters

1

6

Single-day Charters

22

408

Total Research Programs

65

831

Member Sails

4

96

Astronomy/Meteor Shower Sails

4

121

Friend-Raiser Programs

3

94

Total Specialty Programs

11

311

Total Shipboard Programs

193

4081

Program Type
Great Lakes Schoolship Programs

Great Lakes Research Programs

Great Lakes Specialty Programs
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Schoolship
GREAT LAKES SCHOOLSHIP PROGRAMS (Spring and Fall)
The Schoolship Program is a half-day educational experience offered to school groups during
spring and fall. Spring Schoolship programs are offered aboard ISEA’s schooner Inland Seas in
Suttons Bay and the chartered schooner M
 anitou in Traverse City. Fall Schoolship programs

are offered aboard Inland Seas only. A total of 108 Schoolship programs were offered in 2016
(spring and fall), and included 56 schools from Michigan, Ohio and Indiana. 37 schools (66%)
returned from 2015.
Schools participating in Great Lakes Schoolship Programs in 2016 were given three programs
to choose from, each offering a specialized focus for their students.
●

Traditional Schoolship - sampling is done as a large group, with students assisting the
Lead Instructor in collection. The learning stations are: Plankton, Benthos, Fish, Water
Quality, and Seamanship.

●

Next-Gen Schoolship - sampling is done in small groups so everyone is involved the
whole time. Each group collects one sample, then students explain the equipment and
sampling process to students from other groups. The learning stations are: Plankton,
Benthos, Fish, Water quality, and Microplastics.

●

Diving Deeper Schoolship - offers an authentic research experience to high school
students. Student groups focus on one topic for the duration of the program, contribute
to the design of their research project, and collect multiple samples which are analyzed
for patterns. This program was design with regional teachers and Great Lakes
scientists.

Evaluation forms were distributed to all teachers and students participating in spring and fall
Schoolship Programs in 2016.

Teacher Survey
The teacher feedback process has two parts. When teachers arrive we give them the first part
of the survey on paper, which asks about the schoolship experience itself. We send the second
part electronically that asks about how the schoolship program fits into the classroom context
and how the students responded to the program. Questions from the paper survey are also
available on the electronic survey.
We received responses from 40 teachers (Table 2). For every 10 programs we got 4.5 teacher
responses, with no difference in response rates between fall and spring. Some teachers bring
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multiple groups, so we are probably getting over 50% of teachers responding. It seems the

paper survey is moderately effective at capturing teacher feedback.

For every 9 programs presented we got about 1 response on the second portion of the survey
(how the schoolship program fits into classroom context). An 9:1 ratio is not a good response
rate, therefore we need to work on improving response to those questions. W
 e might be

more effective with all questions on the paper survey.

Table 2: The number of teacher responses to all programs. In 2016 we presented 66
schoolship programs in the spring and 22 programs in the fall.
Survey

Spring

Fall

23

6

Second part only (effects on students and connection to
classroom activities)

1

3

Both parts

6

1

30

10

First part only (program evaluation)

Total

Teacher Survey Results
Summary

The response to our programming in 2016 was overwhelmingly positive. All aspects of our
program were rated highly, with nearly 100% of teachers agreeing that the student

experience was excellent. Many teachers followed the schoolship experience with logbook
reviews and stewardship projects, or were able to tie the program to their content standards.
Teacher responses suggest that the program has lingering effects on students, since over 90%
of teachers report increased interest in science and increased concern for the Great Lakes.
Teachers were unabashedly enthusiastic and positive about their experience with us. A tiny
percentage had less than stellar experiences, but even those teachers also had lots of positive
things to say. In addition to these comments of praise, this report also reveals some of the
ways teachers connect their class curriculum to the schoolship program. We know that a field
trip is more powerful when students have time to reflect on the experience and connect it to
additional content and experience, and it seems t he vast majority of teachers integrate the

Schoolship experience into their curriculum in multiple ways. This means the impact of
our program is likely quite strong. This ability to connect to classroom content seems to be a
primary reason teachers come back year after year.
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Although teachers find the schoolship valuable to their students on many levels, t he ability to

pay for the trip is a barrier to many schools. The teachers who manage to amass the funds
to bring their students rely on a number of funding sources. Local sponsors are especially
important, and many teachers ask for a family contribution. Only about 15% of teachers said the
school general fund pays for any part of the trip.
Summary of results

Teachers were asked to respond with strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, or strongly
disagree with a series of statements. Below is a summary of responses.
Table 3: The percentage of teachers who agree or strongly agree with each statement. Results
from all programs are combined.
Part One: The schoolship Experience with ISEA (39 responses)
The pre-trip information adequately prepared me for the schoolship
program.

95%

Our welcome was organized and professional.

93%

The atmosphere on the boat was supportive.

100%

The safety of my students was attended to at all times.

100%

Interactions with ISEA staff and volunteers were appropriate and
professional.

98%

The instructors were knowledgeable about their station content.

100%

The teaching was excellent.

100%

Students were engaged the whole time.

100%

I would recommend this experience to other educators.

100%

The content level of the program was just right for my students.

100%

Part Two: Student response and classroom context (11 responses)
My students demonstrated an increased interest in science following the
schoolship experience.
My students demonstrated an increased interest concern for the Great
Lakes ecosystem following the schoolship experience.
My students experienced awe, wonder, or curiosity in association with the
schoolship program.

91%
100%
91%
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I use the log books when we get back to the classroom.

73%

The schoolship experience helps me complete content standards.

73%

I incorporate stewardship education or stewardship projects into the rest of
my year.

64%

I am interested in learning more about the Great Lakes.

91%

Students talked about the schoolship experience: on the ride home.
the next day.
several days later.

100%
100%
91%

In addition to objective answer questions, we also ask teachers to respond to open-ended
questions. Below are each of the questions and a summary of teacher comments.
Q: How did you fund your trip (beyond grants and scholarships provided by ISEA)? (33
responses)

Teachers used a wide variety of funding sources to supplement any financial gift they
received from Inland Seas, and many teachers combined sources to cover the total cost of the
trip. In addition to program fees, costs may include bussing, food, lodging and other expenses.
Figure 1: Trip funding by schools beyond grants and scholarships provided by ISEA. Shows
percentage of teachers mentioning each reason.

Q: Please give your primary reason for choosing to sail with us (35 responses)
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Most teachers gave multiple reasons for sailing with us, the most common being the o
 verall

experience for students and the ways the program connects to what students are doing in
the classroom. Some teachers mentioned state content standards, and others mentioned the
projects and topics they were studying.
The next most common reasons teachers chose to sail with us were the strong science focus
and the desire to help students connect with and care for the Great Lakes. These

reasons align well with the things we emphasize in the program. There were also teachers who
appreciated the history and social studies connections they can make after participating in our
programs so we might consider strengthening these aspects.
Figure 2: The primary reasons teachers chose to sail with Inland Seas. Shows percentage of
teachers to mention each reason.

Here is a selection of teachers’ primary reasons to sail with us:
●

Your reputation for hands-on, kid-centered programming. And, hoping to teach my
students to love the Great Lakes while they're young.

●

There are a variety of reasons we continue to bring our sixth graders. The lessons
learned not only provide authentic curriculum connection to our eco system unit but
also provide our students, many of whom lack experiences outside rural Mancelona, an
understanding of the natural resources and it impacts them The trip provides the "why"
to practicing stewardship. It also provides a foundation for discussing science careers.
13
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●

This is such a unique and seminal experience for our students. It combines social
studies, lessons in transportation changes & MI history with science lessons in energy &
biology/ecology.

●

We will be focusing on human impact next week. I wanted students to make a
connection with the Lakes before we start the unit...and its just cool.

●

I chose to sail because I feel the students need the experience of participating in water
testing and understanding how they impact the G.T. Bay.

●

I have sailed the past three years and my students love it. This may be the only time
they ride a sailboat. I want them to care about the Great Lakes.

●

It's a trip the students love and never forget. It's also great to have a fun, hands on field
trip with so many knowledgeable instructors.

Q: Additional Comments/Praise/Suggestions (29 responses)
Although there were a few comments that expressed concerns (specific instructors who were
less engaging than others, disappointment that all students didn’t get a chance to steer on the
Next-Gen program), all teachers offered enthusiastic praise. Below are some of their
comments:
●

The kids had a great time. You hit on standards in all subject areas for both 6 and 7
grade! Excellent!!! Can't say enough good things.

●

We refer to this trip throughout middle school, not only 6th grade lessons.

●

My goal with this experience is to impress upon our students the interconnectedness of
all things & the responsibility they have to nurture their roles in that "connectedness."

●

We loved the Next-Gen program-you all did a great job!

●

The Inland Seas crew and instructors gave my students an unforgettable experience.
Everyone was very professional and engaging. Thank you for a great time!

●

love this experience. many former students tell me "that was my favorite field trip ever."

●

This was a wonderful experience. Extremely hands on & awesome!!! "More difficult"
students were 100% engaged! So excited for them

●

I love the fact that with the NextGen Program the students become the teachers, the
teacher becomes the student. The instructors are facilitators. "Each one Teach one"
style of teaching was awesome!

●

Well worth the "lost" class time; hit on many curricular areas.

●

Love how much the kids get to do. There was a ton of authentic learning going on. See
you next fall!

●

Thank you for being so positive and enthusiastic for the kids. It makes it more fun &
enjoyable for everyone! Definitely a favorite field trip of all time for the kids! I also love
when the kids say how awesome of a day it was and if they can come back. (Smiley
face)
14
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●

Singing! GREAT!

Q: How do you prepare your class for the trip? (11 responses)
All 11 teachers prepared their class in some way. Two did orientation activities: took the pre-trip
survey, watched the safety video, previewed the logbook, discussed what to expect. The rest
did specific activities related to the Great Lakes. Here are some examples:
●

Raised salmon in the classroom. Discussed plant and animal adaptations and
renewable/ non- renewable resources. Had students work on classification of living
things.

●

They researched different invasive species and presented to the class. We also
discussed stewardship and the health of the Great Lakes.

●

Our current unit of study was over the internal and external characteristics of plants
and animals. This trip fit right into the scope and sequence of what we are studying.

●

We had studied water quality leading up to the trip. We also are in the middle of a
Climate Change unit and talked about how climate was changing in the Great Lakes

●

We did some food chain/web work, biotic and abiotic factors, interactions of abiotic
factors (D.O., B.O.D., temp. turbidity), short invasive species discussion.

●

I do a Case Study on Lake Trout and sea lamprey as well as a couple days of stations
that they briefly dive into many of the lessons that ISEA provides.

●

My class studied stream and lake macroinvertebrates and water quality before the trip,
discussing exotic species and aquatic ecosystems.

Q: How do you process the schoolship experience after you get back to school? (11
responses)
●

Nearly every teacher had a discussion in class about the trip.

●

Most asked students to do something to reflect or apply what they learned.

●

About half of the teachers said students wrote reflections, or summarized what they
learned.

●

More than half created units pertaining to invasive species or other Great Lakes
ecology topics.

●

A couple of teachers engaged students in stewardship activities, things that students
could do to make things better in their communities.

Q: Do you plan to bring your class to Inland Seas again next year? Please explain. (11
responses)
●

About half of the teachers enthusiastically said, Yes!

●

Most of the rest cited financial limits for the reasons they might not attend, and a couple
mentioned they come in alternating years.
15
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●

One teacher said the content was not rigorous enough and the students were less
excited than in the past. This comment was not repeated by other teachers from the
same school.

Q: Comments/Praise/Suggestions (11 responses)
All of the comments were positive, most of them overwhelmingly so. Here are a few of the
best:
●

I am absolutely blown away by the quality and enthusiasm of the volunteers! Knowledgeable,
kid-centered, enthusiastic, patient. Amazing! And, I am very impressed with the quality of the
lesson design from a teaching standpoint on the ship. The idea that kids are in small group, which
they keep returning to, and then have to teach their peers is very effective. Also, the hands-on
focus is critical to keeping their attention and increasing their long-term comprehension. Very
well-designed!

●

Love the trip!! Highlight of our year! Appreciate all of the volunteers and the donors that make the
program possible. Friendly office staff and crews help the planning process and overall
experience run smoothly.

●

Thanks so much for all you do for the education of our youth, what a great program and a great
way for kids to actually DO science rather than listen to science. It is also nice to see how exact
and precise you are in gathering data. In the school environment kids know their data is not really
important - on the ship they KNOW it is important!!

Student Survey
Introduction
We implemented a new survey process in 2016. Pre and post surveys were offered to students
to determine if there was a change in knowledge or attitudes as a result of the schoolship
experience. Surveying before and after an experience is the only way to know if the
experience was impactful or not. We ran statistical tests on pre and post results to determine if
any differences were meaningful.
Previous Inland Seas Schoolship student surveys looked at the amount of knowledge students
held regarding the topics discussed on board, and were only given after the experience. The
current version looks at knowledge too, yet is more concerned with application of knowledge
rather than concrete facts. It was challenging to write these types of questions and the results
of this survey may help us decide how to revise for next year.
The 2016 survey also ask about attitudes regarding the Great Lakes and science. We asked
about student attitudes partly from pure curiosity (since we are teaching these subjects, we
wondered about the sentiments held by students of different ages) and to find out if the
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schoolship program had any impact on student attitudes and interests regarding the Great
Lakes, science, and stewardship .

Methods
Surveys were created by age group to meet the reading and developmental level of each
group. They also varied by program since different programs have different outcomes. The
Traditional and Next Gen programs are available to all age groups so there was a pre and post
survey for each of these groups: Elementary, Middle School, High School, and College Adult.
There was also pre and post survey for the Diving Deeper program.
We asked specific research questions while designing the survey. To help organize this report,
these research questions will be posed for each set of survey questions and discussed one at
a time. Survey questions are not necessarily presented in this report in the order they were
asked in the surveys.
Survey questions were analyzed based on age group. Traditional and NextGen results were
combined for elementary and middle school surveys. All of the high school analysis focused on
results from participants in Diving Deeper. We did not analyze data from high school and
adult/college groups who participated in Next Gen and Traditional programs because too few
of these individuals took the survey.
Original student surveys and complete results are available upon request.
Results
We experienced some error in data collection because sometimes students took a different
survey from the one we intended them to take. 120 middle school students took the Diving
Deeper pre-trip survey, and several Diving Deeper students took the surveys intended for the
Traditional and Next-gen program (28 for the pre-trip survey, and 17 for the post trip survey)
(Table 4). Responses were moved to the appropriate survey when possible, not all questions
could be moved since surveys for different grade levels and programs differed in some
questions. Because of this, in the results below you will see the number of of responses differ
by question. A small number of surveys were deleted because they were clearly answered in a
flippant way.
Table 4: Number of students from each program responding to the student surveys (NG = Next
Gen, T = Traditional, DD = Diving Deeper) Number in parentheses gives how many of these
took the wrong survey. 2939 individuals participated in our fall and spring programs, some
portion of them were adult chaperones and teachers.
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Grade level

Program

Pre-trip survey

Post-trip survey

Percent doing
both surveys

Elementary

NG, T

517

302

58%

Middle School

NG, T

631 (120)

464

74%

High School

NG, T

6

0

0%

High School

DD

103 (28)

83 (17)

81%

College/Adult

NG, T

8

6

75%

Just over half of the elementary respondents participated in the Traditional program, whereas
about 70% of the middle school respondents participated in the Next-gen program (Table 5).
There were a handful of high school respondents who took part in these two programs, but not
enough individuals responded to analyze the results in a meaningful way. All of the high school
respondents in this report took part in the Diving Deeper program.
Table 5: Percent of students who report participating in each program. Numbers in
parentheses indicate number of responses.
Question:
Answers
Elementary (302) Middle (464) High (86)
What type of sail was your Traditional
field trip? (your teacher can Next-Gen
help you with this question)
Diving Deeper
Don’t Know

52

20

-

40

70

-

-

-

100

8

10

-

Question 1: What attitudes do our students hold about the Great Lakes? Do those
attitudes change after participating in our program?
Students answered these questions on a 1-5 scale: 1 = No, not at all, 3 = Neutral/Unsure, 5 =
Yes, very much. Students held favorable attitudes toward the Great Lakes both before and
after the Schoolship programs; all average scores were greater than 3 (Table 5a-f).
Question 1a: Do students feel a connection to the Great Lakes?
Elementary students showed a significant increase in how much they care about the Great
Lakes following the Schoolship program (p=0.0016) (Table 5a). Older students did not

demonstrate a change here, but they did have a high feeling of care before and after our
programs. Students also demonstrated a higher than neutral sense of connection to the Great
Lakes and the water in their local area both before and after the program (Table 5a).
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Additionally, the Schoolship program seems to have increased middle school students’
connection to the Great Lakes (p=0.0311).

Table 5a: Do students feel a connection to the Great Lakes? Average response to pre and
post question tests. Blue highlighted cells indicate the post score was significantly higher than
the pre test score, t-test, p <= 0.05
Traditional and Next Gen
Diving Deeper
Elementary
Middle
High
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Do you care about the Great Lakes?
Do you feel a personal connection to the
Great Lakes?
Do you feel a personal connection to the
water in your local area?
Number of respondents

4.65

4.78

4.42

4.46

4.16

4.20

-

-

3.47

3.60

3.23

3.50

-

-

3.71

3.79

3.30

3.53

517

302

641

492

103

83

Question 1b: Do students think the Great Lakes are important?
Students of all ages thought the Great Lakes were very important (average response was

greater than 4.7), and following the Schoolship program, elementary student demonstrated a
significant increase in the importance of the Great Lakes in their lives (p=0.00000) (Table 5b).
Table 5b: Do students think the Great Lakes are important? Average response to pre and
post question tests. Highlighted cells indicate the post score was significantly higher than the
pre test score. t-test, p <= 0.05
Traditional and Next Gen
Diving Deeper
Elementary
Middle
High
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Do you think the Great Lakes are important
4.47
4.75
in your life?
Do you think the Great Lakes are important
4.71
4.73
4.72
4.64
for the people of Michigan?
Number of respondents
517
302
641
492
103
83

Question 1c: Are students aware of any threats to Great Lakes health?
For all age groups students thought they had a better understanding of the threats that face
the Great Lakes after the Schoolship program than they did before (Elementary, p= 0.00000;
Middle, p = 0.00000; High, p = 0.0224) (Table 5c). Diving Deeper students were well aware

that a change to one part of an ecosystem could affect the lake as a whole, both before and
after the Schoolship program.
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Table 5c: Are students aware of any threats to Great Lakes health? Average response to pre
and post question tests. Highlighted cells indicate the post score was significantly higher than
the pre test score, t-test, p <= 0.05.
Traditional and Next Gen
Diving Deeper
Elementary
Middle
High
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Do you know about any problems in the
3.42
4.05
Great Lakes ecosystem?
Do you think you are well informed about
environmental issues that affect the Great
3.43
3.88
3.28
3.59
Lakes?
Do you think changing one part of a lake's
4.48* 4.39**
ecosystem could affect the lake as a whole?
Number of respondents
517
302
641
492
103
83
* 75 students answered this question
** 66 students answered this question
Question 1d: Do students think that humans can affect the health of the Great Lakes?
All age groups were confident that humans can impact the health of the Great Lakes (Table
5d). Elementary (p = 0.0000) and middle school students (p = 0.0353) grew more confident
in this assessment after the Schoolship program.

Table 5d: Do students think that humans can affect the health of the Great Lakes? Average
response to pre and post question tests. Highlighted cells indicate the post score was
significantly higher than the pre test score, t-test, p <= 0.05.
Traditional and Next Gen
Diving Deeper
Elementary
Middle
High
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Do you think humans can impact the health
4.39
4.82
of the Great Lakes?
Do you think humans can improve the
4.50
4.58
4.51
4.42
health of the Great Lakes?
Number of respondents
517
302
641
492
103
83

Question 1e: Do students think humans are obligated to improve the health of the Great Lakes?
Although the Schoolship program did not seem to have an effect on attitudes, both middle and
high school students think humans have a responsibility to improve the health of Great
Lakes, which is encouraging (Table 5e).
Table 5e: Do students think humans are obligated to improve the health of the Great Lakes?
Average response to pre and post question tests. Highlighted cells indicate the post score was
significantly higher than the pre test score, t-test, p <= 0.05
Traditional and Next Gen
Diving Deeper
Elementary
Middle
High
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
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Do you think humans are responsible for
improving the health of the Great Lakes?
Do you think humans have an ethical
obligation to improve the health of the
Great Lakes
Number of respondents

-

-

4.09

4.17

-

-

-

-

-

-

4.05

3.99

517

302

641

492

75

83

Question 1f: Are students interested in being Great Lakes stewards?
Elementary students showed a high interest in helping to protect the Great Lakes and a high
belief that there were things they could do to protect the Great Lakes, both before and after
the Schoolship program (Table 5f). Middle school responses to these same ideas were a bit
lower, but still quite positive, and there was a significant increase in their belief that there are
things they can do to protect the Great Lakes (p = 0.030). High school students are generally
willing to take actions to protect the Great Lakes, and there was a near significant increase in
their interest in doing stewardship activities as part of the school curriculum (p=0.0517).
Table 5f: Are students interested in being Great Lakes stewards? Average response to pre
and post question tests. Highlighted cells indicate the post score was significantly higher than
the pre test score, t-test, p <= 0.05.
Traditional and Next Gen
Diving Deeper
Elementary
Middle
High
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Do you want to help protect the Great
4.65
4.72
Lakes?
Do you want to be involved in protecting
3.88
3.91
the Great Lakes?
Are you willing to take actions that protect
the Great Lakes in your free time or in your
3.32*
3.45
personal life?
Do you think there are things you can do to
4.56
4.64
4.29^ 4.39
help protect the Great Lakes?
Would you like stewardship activities to be
3.44
3.72**
part of your school curriculum?
Number of respondents
517
302
641
492
75
83
^511 Students answered this question
**66 students answered this question

Question 2: Does our program have an impact on students’ interest in science or
future career choices?
Question 2a: Does the Schoolship program increase students’ interest in learning about
science?
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No age group reported a significant increase in interest in science following the Schoolship
program, although all groups showed a better than average interest before the program. 8
 6%
of elementary students, 68% of middle schools students, and 70% of high school students
said they were interested in learning about science (chose 4 or 5 in the pre-survey) (Table
6a).

Table 6a: Does the Schoolship program increase students’ interest in learning about
science? Average response to pre and post question tests. Highlighted cells indicate the post
score was significantly higher than the pre program score, t-test, p <= 0.05.
Traditional and Next Gen
Diving Deeper
Elementary
Middle
High
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Do you like learning about science?
Are you considering studying a STEM
subject after high school or pursuing a
STEM career? (STEM = science, technology,
engineering, mathematics)
Number of respondents

4.27

4.29

3.87

3.87

3.87

3.97

-

-

2.96

3.04

3.85

3.62

517

302

641

464

103

83

The Schoolship program also did not seem to inspire students to seek STEM careers (Table
6a). Middle school students had an overall neutral reaction (Average score about 3 both pre
and post), and the largest portion (about 40%) of middle school respondents selected

Neutral/Unsure regarding pursuing STEM interests. About 30% of middle schoolers were not
interested in STEM careers and about 30% were interested (Table 6b).

The high school group was quite different. The average score was closer to 4 (about 3.75) and
close to 60% of high school students were interested in a STEM career, with about 25% not

interested (Table 6b). This difference between middle and high school might be because most
of the high school groups that visit us are more advanced science classrooms, presumably with
students who opt-in to their science class. Middle school students also have less clarity about
their interests and future plans than high school students.
Table 6b: Student interest in pursuing STEM subjects or a STEM career. Portion of response
to pre and post survey. Number gives number of responses. Average gives the overall average
score. 4 and 5 sums the portion of respondents who answered affirmatively.
Middle School: Are you considering studying a STEM subject after high school or pursuing a
STEM career? (STEM = science, technology, engineering, mathematics)
Yes,
No, not
Neutral/
Very
at all
unsure
much
Averag
Number
1
2
3
4
5
4 and 5
e
Pre
641
0.16
0.18
0.37
0.14
0.15
2.96
0.30
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Pos
t
464
0.14
0.14
0.42
0.16
0.15
3.04
0.31
High School/Diving Deeper: Are you considering studying a STEM subject after high school or
pursuing a STEM career? (STEM = science, technology, engineering, mathematics)
Yes,
No, not
Neutral/
Very
at all
unsure
much
Averag
Number
1
2
3
4
5
4 and 5
e
0.11
0.10
0.15
0.30
0.35
Pre
103
3.85
0.65
Pos
0.19
0.07
0.19
0.20
0.36
t
83
3.62
0.56
Although pre and post surveys don’t indicate an increased interest in science following the
Schoolship program (Table 6a), when asked directly, most students report that the Schoolship
program increased their interest in science (Table 6c). For all age groups the average score for
an increased interest in science was above “Neutral/Unsure” (Neutral/Unsure = 3.0), but the
proportion of students that responded 4 or 5 (5=Very much) was 70% for middle school
students and, and 60% in high school students (Table 6c). This suggests a strong opportunity

for continued engagement with science after the Schoolship program, especially for middle
school students.
Future career choices are likely somewhat influenced by the Schoolship experience. About

40% of all students agreed that the program was influential in making career choices (Table
6c), about a third were unsure or had a neutral reaction, and about 25% did not think it was
helpful in making career choices The Schoolship program doesn’t explicitly discuss STEM
careers, but there might be an opportunity us to weave STEM careers and careers in
freshwater into the program or the pre-and post program education materials.
Table 6c: Student response to the impact of the Schoolship program on their interest in
science and future career choices. Answers were given on a 1-5 score (1 = No, not at all, 3 =
Neutral/Unsure, 5 = Yes, very much). Average score, and proportion of students who agree
with the statement (4 or 5) are reported here. Number of respondents is given in parentheses.
Traditional and
Diving Deeper
Next Gen
Middle (464)
High (83)
%
%
Mean
Mean
agree
agree
Do you think the Schoolship field trip increased your
3.94
70
3.86
60
interest in learning about science?
Do you think your experience on the Schoolship will
3.94
44
3.82
38
help you make future education or career choices?
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Question 3: How many of our students have visited one of the Great Lakes? Do
students realize they were on the Great Lakes during our program?
Younger students have less exposure the Great Lakes (77%) than older students (87-99%),
but still a relatively high number of all students have visited the Great Lakes. The portion of
students reporting they have visited the Great Lakes after our program increased for

elementary and middle school groups (no change for high school groups), indicating they
realized the program took place on Lake Michigan (Table 7).
Table 7: Percent of students who report having visited the Great Lakes before and after the
Schoolship program. The Schoolship program takes place on Lake Michigan.
Traditional and Next Gen
Diving Deeper
Elementary
Middle
High
Pre
Post Pre
Pre
Pre
Post
Have you ever visited one of the Great Lakes
(Lake Michigan, Lake Superior, Lake Huron,
77
91
87
95
99
98
Lake Erie, Lake Ontario)?
Number of respondents
517
302
641 464
103
83

Question 4: Do students understand the two aspects of biodiversity (number of
species, and proportional abundance of each species)? Do they understand that more
diverse communities are typically healthier? Does their understanding improve after
the Schoolship program?
Elementary and middle school students were given two pie charts and asked to answer
questions about biodiversity using the information provided in the charts:
These pie charts show all the fish in two
different lakes, Lake A and Lake B. Each
color is a different type of fish found in
the lake. Based on this information:
(questions followed, see Table 8 for
questions)

Elementary students showed a statistically significant increase in their understanding of
biodiversity following the Schoolship program. Both questions – identifying the graph that
shows more types of species (p=0.480), and identifying the graph that shows a healthier

community (p=0.000) – demonstrated increases in understanding. Answers to the question
about which lake has the healthier community were particularly encouraging. A much larger
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portion of students answered correctly (64% to 82%), and the portion of students who couldn’t
choose an answer decreased substantially (13% to 6%) (Table 8).
For middle school students, the two most basic questions were answered equally successfully
pre and post program. The other two questions showed statistically significant increases in
understanding, and often decreases in the number of students who said they couldn’t answer
the question (Table 8). Those questions were: Which lake has several types of fish that are
seen frequently? (p=0.0142) and Which lake seems to have a healthier fish community?
(p=0.0006) This suggests gains in understanding by middle school students around
biodiversity concepts were a result of the Schoolship program.

Table 8: Student understanding of biodiversity. Percent of students who gave each answer to
the biodiversity questions before the Schoolship program (Pre) and after (Post). Grey
highlighted rows indicate correct answers; blue highlighted numbers indicate a statistically
significant increase (z-test, p <= 0.05) in the portion of correct answers.
Based on the pie charts:
Elementary
Middle
Question
Answers
Pre
Post
Pre
Pre
Which lake has more types of fish?
Lake A
88
92
89
90
Lake B
9
7
5
7
Can’t tell
3
2
4
3
Which lake is dominated by one type
Lake A
8
7
of fish?
Lake B
87
91
Can’t tell
3
2
Which lake has several types of fish
Lake A
74
82
that are seen frequently?
Lake B
15
14
Can’t tell
9
4
Which lake seems to have a healthier Lake A
64
82
75
85
fish community?
Lake B
24
13
11
9
Can’t tell
13
6
12
6
Number of respondents
517
302
521
464

Question 5: Do students understand food web relationships and how to read a food
web diagram for information? Were there gains in understanding after the Schoolship
program?
Elementary and Middle school students were given a food web and asked questions that could
be answered by reading the diagram.
This is a Great Lakes food web.
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Both elementary and middle school students showed statistically significant gains in their
understanding of food web relationships after the Schoolship program (Table 9). Elementary

gains were greater than middle school gains, but middle school students had a high proportion
of correct answers before the program, so there was less achievement to be had.
Improvements could be caused by an improvement in their ability to read food web diagrams,
or by knowledge gained from the program.
Table 9: Student understanding of food webs. Percent of Elementary and Middle school
students who gave each answer to the food web questions before the Schoolship program
(Pre) and after (Post). Grey highlighted rows indicate correct answers; blue highlighted numbers
indicate a statistically significant increase (z-test, p <= 0.05) in the portion of correct answers.
Use the food web to answer these questions:
Elementary
Middle
Question
Answers
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Small fish are eaten by big fish.
True
88
94
92
96
False
8
4
4
3
Can’t tell
4
1
3
1
Small fish are eaten by zooplankton.
True
25
15
15
11
False
68
83
79
88
Can’t tell
7
2
4
1
Benthos are eaten by small fish.
True
79
87
False
15
11
Can’t tell
6
3
Number of respondents
517
302
521
464

Question 6: Do students understand what scientists do and what makes science
different from other activities? Does the Schoolship experience broaden student
understanding of the types of things scientists might do?
What kinds of things might scientists do?
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The majority of Elementary and Middle school students had correct answers for all questions
before the trip, and there were statistically significant increases after the trip for all of the

questions about the things scientists might do (Table 10a). Increases in correct answers after
the trip mostly came from students who didn’t know the answer before the trip. This suggests
the Schoolship experience broadens or clarifies for students the tasks that scientists might
undertake.
Table 10a: What does a scientist do? Percent of students who gave each answer to the
questions about what scientists might do before the Schoolship program (Pre) and after (Post).
Grey highlighted rows indicate correct answers; blue highlighted numbers indicate a
statistically significant increase (z-test, p <= 0.05) in the portion of correct answers.
Which of these things might a Great Lakes scientist
Elementary
Middle
do?
Question
Answers
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Take measurements of different parts
Yes
71
86
77
89
of the lake.
No
8
5
7
4
Don’t Know
21
9
14
7
Decide that the lake is healthy without
Yes
14
12
11
6
doing any tests.
No
73
83
78
90
Don’t Know
13
6
9
4
Track changes in lake health over time. Yes
81
93
85
92
No
4
3
4
3
Don’t Know
15
4
8
5
Go sailing or snorkeling to collect data. Yes
82
91
82
91
No
8
4
6
5
Don’t Know
11
5
10
5
Give a presentation about their
Yes
74
82
research.
No
7
6
Don’t Know
17
12
Number of respondents
517
302
521
464
What type of information is best for making decisions about lake health?
Elementary (p=0.0021) and Middle school students (p=0.0734) showed increased
understanding about the best methods for making decisions about lake health (Table 10b),

although the middle school increase was not statistically significant. We are trying to teach that
looking at a diversity of factors from different parts of the lake is necessary to asses lake
health, and the survey suggests that this information was conveyed.
Table 10b: Percent of students who gave each answer to the questions about the kinds of
observations that are most helpful for making a decision about lake health, before the
Schoolship program (Pre) and after (Post). Grey highlighted rows indicate correct answers; blue
highlighted numbers indicate a statistically significant increase (z-test, p <= 0.05) in the portion
of correct answers.
Elementary
Middle
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Question
Three scientists are trying
to understand the health of
the lake. Each uses a
different method. Which
scientist understands the
most about the overall
health of the lake?

Number of respondents

Answers
Scientist A looks at the
lake, notices it's
beautiful and writes
down the color of the
water.
Scientist B takes the
temperature, measures
the dissolved oxygen
and identifies the fish.
Scientist C takes the
temperature of the
surface water of the lake
every week for a month.
Can't tell

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

9

5

7

5

76

84

79

83

16

11

14

9

517

302

0
521

3
464

On the post test, we asked students to explain why they chose their answers.
About 40% of elementary students who chose choice C cited the importance of collecting
many measurements over time, which is in fact an important part of ecological data collection.

Question 7: Is it beneficial for students to do activities related to the Great Lakes
before attending the Schoolship program?
About half of middle and high school students said it was beneficial to do a lesson or
activity related to the Great Lakes before attending the Schoolship program; just under 30%
were unsure or had a neutral response; less than 10% said it was not beneficial (Table 11). The
rest, 13%, did not remember doing a Great Lakes activity prior to the Schoolship experience.
Table 11: Percentage of students responding to t he usefulness of activities related to the
Great Lakes before the Schoolship program.
Answers
Middle (464)
High (83)
If you did a lesson or
Yes
49
55
activity on the Great Lakes
Neutral/Unsure
28
28
before your trip on the
No
9
5
Schoolship, do you think it
We didn’t do a Great Lakes
13
13
helped you on the boat?
pre-trip activity.

Question 8: Did students get to do all of the things designed into the program?
One of the more interesting results of the survey came from questions that asked students to
recall what they were able to do while on board. All of the experiences we asked about are
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things we hope all students get to do. Analysis of Figures 3 and 4 is below, and includes any
differences between programs.

Figure 3: Elementary student participation in Schoolship Activities. All programs combined.

Figure 4: Middle school student participation in Schoolship Activities. All programs combined.
Sailing: Anchor, Sails, and Steering
For all programs, close to 90% of elementary students and middle school students said they

got to raise the anchor, and 97% of elementary students and 95% of middle school students
said they got to raise the sails (Figures 3 and 4).  (These statistics do not include the programs
that did not get to raise the anchor, due to time constraints.)

About 9% of elementary students said they didn’t get to help with the anchor, but wanted to
(Figure 3). It’s possible that these students didn’t get to haul on the anchor, but it is also
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possible that they did, yet didn’t know what they were doing, so marked that they didn’t get to
do it. There may be a bit of disconnect between the task and what it is actually accomplishing
since students never get to see the anchor.
62% of elementary students on the Traditional program and 27% of students on the
Next-Gen program said they got to steer the boat. The difference between these two

programs is not surprising, since the Next-Gen program is not designed to give every student a
chance to steer. It is surprising that only 62% of students in the Traditional program got to

steer, since steering is an important part of that program. Nearly everyone who did not get a
chance to steer from both programs wishes they had been able to.

Like with elementary students, there was a considerable difference between programs
regarding the number of students who said they helped steer the boat; 8
 0% of middle school

students on the Traditional program remembered steering, compared to 41% of students on
the Next-Gen program. Both of these numbers are close to what we would expect for each

program. There is strong desire to steer from all students, however. 50% of Next-Gen students
and 16% of Traditional students said they didn’t get to, but would have liked to steer the
boat.
Science: Sampling
Similar proportions of elementary students in the Traditional program (82%) and the Next
Gen program (79%) said they got to help collect a sample. It’s surprising these numbers

aren’t higher, since every student should be involved, especially in the Next-Gen program.
Again, it’s possible students did not know what they were doing, or did not remember it, but
even so, we can do a better job to help students know what they are doing and to get involved
with the sampling process. 19% of elementary students said they wanted to, but didn’t get to
collect the sample.
The number of middle school students who remembered collecting a sample was the same
for both programs, about 86%. It’s good to know that the potential to participate in sampling is
about the same, regardless of the program.
Science: Stations
Nearly 80% of elementary and middle school students said they got to interact with the fish
caught, and 16% said they didn't get to do this, but wanted to. 5% did not interact with the fish

and didn’t want to – the highest proportion reporting lack of interest in one of the activities on
board (Figures 3 and 4). There was no meaningful difference between students on different
programs.
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84% of elementary students said they helped determine the pH and dissolved oxygen in the
water sample (Figure 3), and here there was considerable discrepancy between the Next-Gen
(76%) and Traditional (90%) programs. There is no programmatic difference between these
experiences, so it’s possible that the students attending the Traditional program had more
background support from their teachers, and so were better able to remember and make
sense of that station. The teachers choosing the Traditional program are often those who have
been coming to Inland Seas for many years, so this is a plausible explanation. This is supported
by the fact that 90% of middle school students (in both programs) remember determining
the pH and dissolved oxygen of a water sample (Figure 4). Water chemistry is somewhat
abstract, and so might be more easily grasped by a more experienced group.

About 89% of elementary students said they looked for organisms in the Benthos sample
(Figure 3), and again there was a difference by program – 94% in the Traditional and 83% in the
Next Gen. The reason for the difference is unclear and could again be related to teacher
support. We can work to get all students involved in looking for organisms. For middle school
students, 93% remember looking for organisms in the benthos sample (Figure 4).

A whopping 94% of all students remembered identifying the plankton caught (Figure 3 and
4), with very little difference between programs or grade. It seems this activity is very

consistently occurring during the station and students are able to understand what they are
doing and remember it.
An interesting pattern
The participation survey allowed students to select “Don’t know” for the program they
participated in. For nearly every item we asked about, the middle school students who selected
“Don’t know” for program type, participated the least and were the least interested in taking
part. For most items, they had the lowest scores for “Yes, I did this”, and the highest scores for,
“No, I wanted to, but didn’t get to do this,” and “No I didn’t want to do this.” 11%-17% of these

students said, “No I didn’t want to do this” for all activities, as compared to 1-7% of students
who knew what program they were on.
This pattern did not hold for elementary students. Elementary students who selected “Don’t
know” for program type responded similarly to students who selected a program type for all
items.
High School students
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The goals for the Diving Deeper program were different than those for the Next-Gen and
Traditional program, so students were surveyed for participation on different aspects of their
program.
Of the 66 respondents from the Diving Deeper program 77% said they got to do everything
they wanted to do. 8% felt there was too much to do, 11% didn’t get to do everything they

wanted to do, and 4% felt there wasn’t enough to do (Figure 5). It’s good to know that most
students felt they were busy the whole time. Next year we should survey these students based
on their research topic to get more insight into the strengths and weaknesses of each research
program.
69% of the students felt the research they did was meaningful. Only 11% did not think it was
meaningful; 20% felt neutral about the importance of their research (Figure 5).

83% reported being able to use the sampling equipment independently and 89% reported
having an opportunity to work with the crew. Of those who said they didn’t do these two

things, equal numbers would have liked to do them and preferred not to do them (Figure 5).
71% of Diving Deeper students graphed their data; 20% did not get to and did not want to.
91% of students said they spent time on board understanding the data they collected. Of
those who did not do this, 3% would have liked to, and 6% were just as happy to not make
meaning out of the data (Figure 5).
77% of students had time to relax during the Diving Deeper program, and again, of those who
said they didn’t have time to relax equal numbers wished they could have relaxed and were
just as happy to keep busy the whole time (Figure 5).
All of these numbers are satisfying. They show the diversity in interest that is inherent in any
group – the vast majority were able to take part in the activities that are designed into the
program, and of the small number of participants who did not partake roughly equal numbers
would have liked to experience it, and were not interested in taking part.
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Figure 5: Proportion of Diving Deeper Students who answered “Yes” to questions about the
things they did during the program.
High school students were also asked who they thought was most responsible for solving
environmental issues. After the Diving Deeper trip far more people thought “individuals”

were most responsible for solving environmental issues (Pre = 25%, Post = 40%) than before
the program (Figure 6). After the trip, all other parties were found to be less responsible than
before the trip. This change in responsibility toward individuals might be because students
learn things from the program that individuals can do. Our goal is to encourage and inspire
individuals to take personal responsibility for stewardship action, so it is encouraging to see
students learn that individuals have an important part to play in solving environmental
problems. It is also true that individuals have limited power as compared to organized groups,
so we might consider emphasizing the roles other agencies play in solving environmental
issues.
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Figure 6: Who is most responsible for solving environmental issues? Diving Deeper student
responses. Students could only choose one answer.

Summer Programs
The summer sailing season in 2016 saw 1
 ,407 participants over 76 community sails, charters,
and Young People in Science programs. Not included in those numbers are the 28 sails that
were cancelled for lack of ticket sales or weather concerns. After attending a sail, participants
in the Great Lakes Discovery, Microplastics, and Astronomy sails received online after-sail
surveys. Participants in the Young People in Science program were asked to complete
separate pre and post surveys. Results to both sets of surveys are below.
Table 12: Participant ratings of their experience on Great Lakes Discovery, Microplastics, and
Astronomy sails. Ratings are out of 5, 0 being the worst and 5 being the best.
Summary of combined scores for all summer sails. - 22 responses
How was your purchase experience?

4.7 / 5

How knowledgeable were Inland Seas staff and volunteers?

4.7 / 5

How passionate were Inland Seas staff and volunteers about Great Lakes
issues?

4.7 / 5

How helpful were Inland Seas Staff and Volunteers?

4.9 / 5

Your overall experience.

4.9 / 5

Discovering Microplastics
Inland Seas’ “Discovering Microplastics” sail includes taking a microplastics sample and
provides information on what plastics are, how they get into the Great Lakes, and their effects
on the ecosystem. Samples collected on the program are sent to Dr. Mason’s lab for
processing.
We offered 12 opportunities for this sail in 2016, and had to cancel 8 of them due to lack of
tickets sold.
Table 13: Participant ratings of their experience during a Discovering Microplastics sail. Ratings
are out of 5, 1 being the worst and 5 being the best. 1 person took the survey.
Average Scores for Discovering Microplastics Sails - 1 response
How beneficial was the program information to you?

4 / 5

How was the balance of ‘learning to fun’ that you experienced?

5 / 5
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100% of respondents would recommend the Microplastics Sail to others.

Great Lakes Discovery Sails
The Great Lakes Discovery Sail is the most popular public sail offered by ISEA. It is a slightly
shorter version of the Traditional Schoolship sail that schools participate in. Participants sample
fish, plankton, benthos, and water, test water clarity, and spend time learning about
Seamanship. It is offered to people of all ages.
Table 14: Participant ratings of their experience aboard a Great Lakes Discovery Sail. Ratings
are out of 5, 1 being the worst and 5 being the best. 11 People took the survey.
Average Scores for Great Lakes Discovery Sails - 11 responses
How beneficial was the program information to you?

4.6 / 5

How was the balance of ‘learning to fun’ that you experienced?

4.8 / 5

100% of respondents would recommend the Great Lakes Discovery Sail to others.
Comments:
“We had a family group of 8 adults and 4 children ranging in ages of 2 to 9 and everybody
had a wonderful time. The kids talked about it throughout the evening and the next day.”
“Fun trip! Staff was awesome!”
“We had a great time - only problem was that stations were a bit rushed at the end. The crew
was great and knowledgeable and my kids (8 and 10) really enjoyed the whole trip. Wished
we had had a little more time in the plankton lab. We had one question that wasn't answered how do the midge eggs get to the bottom of the lake? According to Michigan State University
extension, they are laid at the surface, absorb water and sink to the bottom. We went on a
Manitou Tall Ships cruise the next day that my mom wanted to book and it was not nearly as
good - keep up the great work!”
“Loved the sailing! Beautiful ship!”

Astronomy Sails
The Astronomy Sail is an evening sail that allows participants to witness the night sky away
from the lights of the shore. Dick Cookman, from the local science supply retail store,
Enerdyne, guides participants through astronomy, physics, history, and lore surrounding the
night sky. Inland Seas hosted 8 Astronomy Sails in 2016, one of which was timed for a meteor
shower.
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Table 15: Participant rating of their experience aboard an Astronomy Sail. Ratings are out of 5, 1
being the worst and 5 being the best.
Average Scores for Astronomy Sails - 7 responses
How beneficial was the program information to you?

4.5 / 5

How was the balance of ‘learning to fun’ that you experienced?

4.5 / 5

100% of respondents would recommend the Astronomy Sail to others.
Comments:
“I took my 10 year old grandson for this sail, we had sailed on the Discovery Sail last year,
which was a big hit. Chase loved the Astronomy Sail, announcing at the end that we had to
do it again next year. So we will definitely see you again! Thanks for all your efforts.“
“Dick Cookman's Sky talk was excellent, informative and entertaining.”
“Very much enjoyed sailing again on Inland Seas last evening. Sadly didn't see many stars or
meteors but enjoyed Dicks passion and knowledge of astronomy. I'm very impressed by the
organization's success with expanding the excursions and education options of the school
ship. I believe Tom Kelly would be very pleased with your commitment to his mission and
ability to expand the programs now available at Inland Seas...”

Young People in STEM
In 2016 ISEA offered 5 Young People in STEM (YPIS) programs, 3 of which were geared for
young women and 2 for young men. 38 of the 50 slots were filled. 27 women and 11 men took
the survey.

Survey Results
The participants assessed themselves with a 5-point scale on how much they understood
before the program began, and then again when the program was complete. A score of 1
indicated no knowledge or experience and a score of 5 indicated a great deal of knowledge or
experience. Students increased knowledge to some degree in every category. Those
categories (such as motivation to act on behalf of the Great Lakes) which have less increase in
knowledge also have the highest ratings for knowledge before the sail, thus leaving less to be
learned. The following charts show the change in knowledge and stewardship for women (left
column) and men (right column)
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Figure 7: Young Women report an 84%
increase in knowledge of sailing.

Figure 8: Young Men report a 31% increase in
knowledge of sailing.

Figure 9: Young women report a 52%
increase in knowledge of invasive species.

Figure 10: Young Men report a 35% increase in
knowledge of invasive species.

Figure 11: Young Women report a 136%
increase in knowledge of sampling
techniques.

Figure 12: Young Men report a 92% increase in
knowledge of sampling techniques.
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Figure 13: Young Women report a 47%
increase in knowledge about completing a
research project.

Figure 14: Young Men report a 46% increase in
knowledge about completing a research
project.

Figure 15: Young Women report a 45%
increase in knowledge of environmental
issues.

Figure 16: Young men report a 48% increase in
knowledge of environmental issues.

Figure 17: Young Women report a 13%
increase in motivation to act on behalf of the
Great Lakes.

Figure 18: Young Men report a 7% increase in
motivation to act on behalf of the Great Lakes.

Participants then evaluated the trip itself, rating the effectiveness of the program on a scale of 1
to 5. A score of 1 meaning “not at all” and 5 meaning “very”. The table below summarizes
student answers, again with women on the left and men on the right. The number given is the
percent of students who answered a 4 or 5.
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Table 16: Percentage of participants who answered a 4 or 5 (indicating “yes” or “very” to the
following statements.

Question

% of women
who agree

% of men
who agree

Was the instruction on lake ecology effective?

88%

78%

Was the instruction on sailing and ship operations effective?

94%

90%

Did you feel comfortable asking questions?

94%

80%

Do you think the research you conducted during the program
was meaningful?

97%

90%

Was the logbook useful to you?

84%

33%

Did the program feel organized?

88%

100%

Was the program compelling? In other words, did it hold your
interest?

97%

100%

Did you have fun on the trip?

100%

90%

Are you considering studying a STEM subject after high
school or pursuing a STEM career?

76%

67%

Do you think this experience will help you make future
educational or occupational choices?

91%

70%

100%

90%

Would you recommend this experience to others?

Finally, participants evaluated the timing of the trips. They scored timing on a 3 point scale, 1
indicating not enough time, 2 indicating just the right amount of time, and 3 indicating too much
time. These results show that the pacing of the Young People in STEM trip was nearly perfect.

Figure 18: Young Women give a 1.96 for time

Figure 19: Young Men give a 2.00 for time
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spent learning about sampling techniques.

spent learning about sampling techniques.

Figure 20: Young Women give a 1.74 for time
spent learning basic ecology.

Figure 21: Young Men give a 1.83 for time
spent learning basic ecology.

Figure 22: Young Women give a 1.89 for time
spent on the research project.

Figure 23: Young Men give a 2.00 for time
spent on the research project.

Figure 24: Young Women give a 1.85 for time
spent sailing.

Figure 25: Young Men give a 1.90 for time
spent sailing.

Figure 26: Young Women give a 2.00 for
time spent relaxing.

Figure 27: Young Men give a 1.82 for time
spent relaxing.
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Participants also wrote comments, a selection of those comments are included below:
The inland Seas is a Great program. It's really hard to find the balance between too structured
and too relaxed but I think it was achieved this trip. Having 9 girls on board often felt like too
much, but I also understand that more is better for many reasons. Thank you!
I would like to learn more about sailing. That's one thing you can't learn in the classroom.
This trip made me realize many things about the STEM program and how I am strongly
considering a job in STEM.
It was honestly something I'll never forget and the program was really fun and enjoyable!
Opens your eyes to new things, like the cleanliness of Lake Michigan!
I had a blast and I believe that Captain Ben and the crew did an amazing job!

Multi-Day Charters
We had three multi-day charters for teens on the summer schedule. One with Crystalaire
Adventures, a 7-day program for teenagers focusing on leadership and personal development,
another with the Center for Conservation Leadership a 3-day program focusing on Great Lakes
ecology and scientific research, and a 5-day program with The Chicago Yacht Club focusing on
leadership development, sailing skills, and ecological knowledge-building for young women
who have a lot of potential, yet not a lot of opportunity.
Although two of the group had to cancel their reservations with us due to difficulty in recruiting
participants, the Chicago Yacht Club program took place and was a great success! We sailed to
remote islands - South Fox, Beaver, and High Islands - and really took in the beauty and magic
of Northern Lake Michigan. The girls learned the skills of sailing and navigation and had many
deep and personal experiences with nature. It was a treat for us to connect city-dwellers with
the unmatched beauty of our region.
Here are some of the comments from the girls:
“I want to help Chicago beach become more clean so people can have a better lake.”
“Makes you appreciate Lake Michigan. Also makes you open your eyes that there is more than
just Chicago to discover, there is still so much to see.”
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Survey Results

Volunteer Experience
As of January 2017 Inland Seas has 2
 78 Volunteers on a digital mailing list. There were 141
volunteers that were active with Inland Seas during Fiscal Year 2015-16*, donating 8,198
recorded** hours.

*July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016
**Actual hours are likely much higher, as volunteers sometimes forget to record hours

2016 Volunteer Satisfaction Survey Results
The following charts and comments are from the 2016 volunteer satisfaction survey. The survey
was sent to 266 volunteers and received 27 responses. It is important to note that while the
survey was open to all volunteers (instructors, crew, boat builders, office helpers, etc), most of
the survey was relevant to only schoolship instructors (70% of respondents served as
instructors). Here, those taking the survey will be referred to broadly as ‘volunteers’, and the
schoolship instructors within that group will be referred to as ‘instructors’.

Volunteer Survey Results
The results of our volunteer satisfaction survey showed overall satisfaction with our programs,
as well as other opportunities to volunteer. Figures 28 through 32 pertain to the Schoolship
programming and show answers from instructors only. Figures 33 through 37 as well as the
comments pertain to the volunteer experience overall. The 2016 survey used many of the same
questions as the 2015 survey, allowing a good deal of comparison between the two years.
The first notable change was with the question “Participants in the program demonstrate awe,
wonder, and curiosity.” We know from educational research that these ‘wow’ moments create
real learning, and in 2015 about 97% of instructors reported witnessing these moments. I n

2016 - 100% of instructors report seeing awe, wonder, and curiosity in the students they
teach. [Figure 28]
The instructor trainings were rated well in both the end-of-year survey as well as the day-of
surveys that we collected. Instructors indicated the the depth, pace, and detail in the trainings
were manageable, informative, and helped them to be successful when teaching aboard the
ship. [Figures 29 and 30]
The student logbook is an onboard tool which has continued to undergo significant
modification to better assist instructors and students. The number of instructors reporting not
using the logbook or finding it useful dropped from around 15% to 5%. [Figure 31]
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The signup process for instructors was retooled in 2015, and that year 83% of volunteers found
that the process was easy and straightforward. In 2016 that process was kept in place and 84%
of instructors felt that the process was easy and straightforward. However, the number of
instructors who disagreed fell from 8.6% to 5%, indicating that the percentage of instructors
who found the process easy stayed the same, but the percent who had trouble fell.
The final five questions were answered by all volunteers who took the survey, and focused on
the volunteer experience as a whole. Volunteers indicated by a large margin that they had
received adequate practical training and guidance as well as clear, consistent, and helpful
communication from staff. [Figures 33, 34, 35] An even greater percentage indicated that they
are enjoying their time volunteering, and that they feel that their contribution makes a
difference. [Figures 36, 37] It should be noted that one individual (3.7%) indicated that they
“completely disagree” with all five statements but gave no other feedback. This indicates that
there is still work to be done to make the volunteer experience at Inland Seas the best
experience it can be.
Overall, volunteers indicated that their experience continues to improve, that the training

and scheduling continues to improve, and that volunteering with Inland Seas continues to
be a fun, rewarding, and educational experience.

Figure 28: Percent of instructors who report seeing participants demonstrate awe, wonder,
and curiosity during the schoolship program.
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Figure 29: Percent of instructors who feel the training for the schoolship program was
sufficient for them to feel successful on board.

Figure 30: Percent of instructors who feel they have a solid understanding of the station
information they teach.
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Figure 31: Percent of instructors who use the logbook in their teaching.

Figure 32 Percent of instructors who felt signing up for instructor shifts was easy and
straightforward.
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Figure 33: Percent of volunteers who felt they had adequate practical training for their time as a
volunteer.

Figure 34: Percent of volunteers who felt staff supported them by providing guidance, and
answering questions along the way.
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Figure 35: Percent of volunteers who felt the communication between them and ISEA was
clear, consistent, and helpful.

Figure 36: Percent of volunteers who are enjoying their volunteer experience.
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Figure 37: Percent of volunteers who feel their contribution to ISEA is making a difference.

Volunteer Survey Comments
“I thought the central theme of how healthy are the Great Lakes helped to focus teaching at all stations.”
“I am thrilled to be a part of your program, and am most enthusiastic about my future with ISEA.”
“It is a great program and I am proud to be able to participate. I enjoy working with fellow instructors, the
students, and the ISEA staff. Issues of time, my memory, weather, the prior preparation of the students
can each adversely affect the each event, but I know from my own son and others that the experiences as
a whole has a positive impact on the students understanding and respect of the Great Lakes and
science.”
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2017 Action Plan
Schoolship
Responses to Schoolship surveys show that the Schoolship program is operating effectively as
designed. Weaknesses exposed include students being able to steer the ship, and a possibility
that students are not provided opportunities to interact with fish or do water quality tests 100%
of the time. Staff will continue to work with instructors to emphasize experience over content,
and to center the schoolship experience on the objectives created early in 2016.
Staff, alongside the education committee, are also in the process of creating a version of the
Next-Gen program that features Seamanship rather than Microplastics.
The student and teacher evaluation process will be revised somewhat to improve our rate of
return.

ROV Program
Alongside the 2017 schoolship program, schools will have the option to partake in a 2.5 hour
course in the use of Remote Operated Vehicles. Inland Seas has obtained a Deep Trekker
ROV that students will pilot through a course that highlights various challenges in industry.
Students will also have the ability to assemble their own ROV’s in a cooperative build setting.
This program will introduce students to a new aspect of the lake, as well as careers in
technology and freshwater.

Volunteer Training
Late in 2016 staff engaged in an audit of our volunteer training and resources. As a result,
recommendations are forthcoming to improve the quality of volunteer training. These
improvements will focus mainly on better aligning the instructor training and materials with our
educational priorities, and will make the expectations clear during the training process.

Teacher Professional Development
Our impact is multiplied when we train teachers about the benefits of our Great Lakes
resources and how to protect them and measure their health. In 2016 we will work with 30
teachers from around the Great Lakes due to a generous grant from NOAA. We will provide a
4-day training in the Grand Traverse Region then support them in implementing stewardship
action projects with their students during the 2017/18 school year.
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Summer programming
The experience on the Young People in STEM programs will be enhanced by more focus on
engineering, math, and technology in addition to the already strong science components. We
will also look at ways to deepen the impact of this program by including more opportunities for
reflection and discussion.
Overnight programs and full-day charters will be a bigger part of our summer season than in
years past. We will experiment with other 2-hour summer programs in addition to the
microplastics program we already offer.
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